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Motivated by TeV-scale neutrino mass models, we propose a systematic treatment of heavy neu-
trino (N) production at hadron colliders. Our simple and efficient modeling of the vector bo-
son fusion (VBF) W±γ → Nℓ± and Nℓ± + nj signal definitions resolve collinear and soft di-
vergences that have plagued past studies, and is applicable to other color-singlet processes, e.g.,
associated Higgs (W±h), sparticle (ℓ˜±ν˜ℓ), and charged Higgs (h
±±h∓) production. We present, for
the first time, a comparison of all leading N production modes, including both gluon fusion (GF)
gg → Z∗/h∗ → N (−)νℓ and VBF. We obtain fully differential results up to next-to-leading order
(NLO) in QCD accuracy using a Monte Carlo tool chain linking FeynRules, NLOCT, and Mad-
Graph5 aMC@NLO. Associated model files are publicly available. At the 14 TeV LHC, the leading
order GF rate is small and comparable to the NLO Nℓ± + 1j rate; at a future 100 TeV Very Large
Hadron Collider, GF dominates for mN = 300− 1500 GeV, beyond which VBF takes lead.
PACS numbers: 14.60.St, 12.38.-t
INTRODUCTION
The origin of neutrino masses mν that are tiny com-
pared to all other fermion masses is a broad issue in
particle physics, cosmology, and astrophysics. Nonzero
mν imply the existence of new particles [1], but more
generally, physics beyond the Standard Model (BSM)
that may be observable at current and future experi-
ments. Extended neutrino mass models [2–10] based
on the Type I [11–20], Inverse [21–23], and Linear See-
saw Mechanisms [24, 25], feature heavy mass eigenstates
Ni that couple to electroweak (EW) bosons via mix-
ing with left-handed (LH) neutrinos νL. In these TeV-
scale scenarios, active-sterile mixing can be as large as
|VℓNi | ∼ 10−3−10−2, and consistent with oscillation and
EW data [26–28], as well as direct searches by the Large
Hadron Collider (LHC) experiments [29–31]. Thus, if
kinematically accessible, hadron colliders can produce
heavy neutrinos that decay to lepton number- and/or
flavor-violating final states with observable rates.
For heavyN massesmN above the EW scale, a system-
atic comparison of all leading single N production modes
cataloged in [32, 33] has never been performed. Most in-
vestigations focus on the charge current (CC) Drell-Yan
(DY) process [2, 26, 32, 34–36], as shown in Fig. 1(a),
q q′ →W ∗ → N ℓ±, q ∈ {u, c, d, s, b}, (1)
and has recently been found to be subleading in parts
of this mass regime [37, 38]. Missing in most analyses
is the gluon fusion (GF) channel [37], which proceeds at
leading order (LO) through quark triangles in Fig. 1(b),
g g → h∗/Z∗ → N (−)νℓ . (2)
Variants of Eq. (2) have been studied elsewhere [39, 40].
Formally, GF is a finite next-to-next-to-leading order in
QCD correction to the neutral current (NC) DY process
q q → Z∗ → N (−)νℓ . (3)
Recent analyses have investigated the sizable EW vec-
tor boson fusion (VBF) process [38, 41–46]:
q1 q2
Wγ+WZ Fusion−→ N ℓ± q′1 q′2, (4)
and subleading CC DY with n ≥ 1 QCD jets [41, 46, 47]:
p p→W ∗ + nj → Nℓ± + nj, p, j ∈ {(−)q , g}, (5)
but with conflicting results. The last two processes are
plagued by soft and collinear poles in s- and t-channel
exchanges of massless gauge bosons, issues usually asso-
ciated with perturbative QCD, and require care [38, 48].
E.g., inadequately regulated diverges are responsible for
the overestimated cross sections claimed in [41, 43, 46, 47]
We introduce a treatment that resolves all these issues.
Our results have widespread implications for SM and
BSM physics: the prescriptions for Eqs. (4) and (5) are
applicable to, among other processes, associated Higgs
(W±h), sparticle (ℓ˜±ν˜ℓ), and charged Higgs (h
±±h∓)
production. To date, our study is the most accurate
and comprehensive presentation of heavy N production
mechanisms at colliders. It represents the first time prop-
erties of infrared and collinear (IRC) safety have been
so rigorously imposed in this context, particularly to
VBF. Furthermore, we obtain modest next-to-leading or-
der (NLO) in QCD corrections, demonstrating the sta-
bility of our approach.
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FIG. 1: Heavy neutrino production via (a) charge (neutral) current Drell-Yan, (b) gluon fusion, and (c) Wγ fusion.
We guarantee the perturbativity of the VBF process
by factorizing and resumming the t-channel γ into a
DGLAP-evolved parton distribution function (PDF). Us-
ing a γ-PDF, one considers instead, as shown in Fig. 1(c),
q γ → N ℓ± q′. (6)
WZ fusion is subleading and can be neglected [38]. We
regularize Eq. (5) by imposing transverse momentum
(pT ) cuts consistent with Collins-Soper-Sterman (CSS)
pT -resummation [49]. Our Monte Carlo (MC) framework
allows us to compute fully differential Feynman diagrams
up to one loop, and therefore GF at LO and the remain-
ing processes at NLO; only Eq. (1) has been evaluated
before at NLO [50, 51].
At the 14 TeV LHC, the CC DY channel prevails for
N masses mN = 150 − 850 GeV; above this, the VBF
cross section is larger. However, due to the gg luminosity
increase, GF is the leading mechanism at a hypothetical
future 100 TeV Very Large Hadron Collider (VLHC) for
mN = 300− 1500 GeV; at higher mN , VBF dominates.
We now introduce our theoretical model, computation
procedure, and signal definition prescription. After pre-
senting and discussing results, we conclude.
HEAVY NEUTRINO MODEL
For i (m) = 1, . . . , 3, LH (light) states and j (m′) =
1, . . . , n, right-handed (heavy) states, chiral neutrinos
can be expanded into mass eigenstates by the rotation
(
νLi
N cRj
)
=
(
U3×3 V3×n
Xn×3 Yn×n
)(
νm
N cm′
)
. (7)
After rotating the charged leptons into the mass basis,
which we take to be the identity matrix for simplicity,
U3×3 is the observed light neutrino mixing matrix and
V3×n parameterizes active-heavy mixing. In the notation
of [26], the flavor state νℓ in the mass basis is
νℓ =
3∑
m=1
Uℓmνm +
n∑
m′=1
Vℓm′N
c
m′ . (8)
For simplicity, we consider only one heavy mass eigen-
state, labeled by N . This does not affect our conclusions.
The interaction Lagrangian with EW bosons is then
LInt. = − g√
2
W+µ
τ∑
ℓ=e
3∑
m=1
νm U
∗
ℓm γ
µPLℓ
−
− g√
2
W+µ
τ∑
ℓ=e
N c V ∗ℓN γ
µPLℓ
−
− g
2 cos θW
Zµ
τ∑
ℓ=e
3∑
m=1
νm U
∗
ℓm γ
µPLνℓ
− g
2 cos θW
Zµ
τ∑
ℓ=e
N c V ∗ℓN γ
µPLνℓ
− gmN
2MW
h
τ∑
ℓ=e
N c V ∗ℓNPLνℓ +H.c. (9)
Precise values of VℓN are model-dependent and are con-
strained by oscillation and collider experiments, tests of
lepton universality, and 0νββ-decay [26–28]. However,
VℓN factorize in N production cross sections such that
σ(pp→ N X) = |VNℓ|2 × σ0(pp→ N X), (10)
where σ0 is a model-independent “bare” cross section in
which one sets |VNℓ| = 1. Hence, our results are applica-
ble to various heavy neutrino models.
COMPUTATIONAL SETUP
We implement the above Lagrangian with Goldstone
boson couplings in the Feynman gauge into FeynRules
3(FR) 2.3.10 [52, 53]. QCD renormalization and R2 ra-
tional counterterms are calculated with NLOCT 1.02
(prepackaged in FR) [54] and FeynArts 3.8 [55]. Feynman
rules are collected into a universal output file (UFO) [56]
and is available publicly [57]. We obtain fully differen-
tial results using MadGraph5 aMC@NLO 2.3.3 [58]. SM
inputs are taken from the 2014 Particle Data Group [59]:
αMS(MZ) = 1/127.940, MZ = 91.1876 GeV,
sin2
MS
(θW ) = 0.23126. (11)
We assume five massless quarks, take the Cabbibo-
Kobayashi-Masakawa (CKM) matrix to be diagonal with
unit entries, and use the NLO NNPDF2.3 QED PDF
(lhaid:244600) [60], which features a γ-PDF with both
elastic and inelastic components, at collider energies of√
s = 14 and 100 TeV. We extract αs(µ
2
r) from the PDFs.
INFRARED- AND COLLINEAR-SAFE HADRON
COLLIDER SIGNAL DEFINITIONS
To consistently compare channels and colliders, we fol-
low the 2013 Snowmass recommendations [61] and evalu-
ate cross sections assuming the same fiducial acceptance.
In practice, however, one tunes cuts to specific colliders
and final states. Jet and charged lepton pseudorapidities
(ηj,ℓ) and charged lepton pT are required to satisfy [61]:
|ηj,ℓ| < 2.5, pℓT > 20 GeV. (12)
QCD radiation in Eq. (5) gives rise to fixed order (FO)
cross sections that scale as powers of log(Q2/q2T ):
σ(pp→ Nℓ±+nj) ∼
n∑
k
αks (Q
2) log(2k−1)
(
Q2
q2T
)
. (13)
Q ∼ mN is the scale of the hard scattering process and
qT ≡
∑n
k p
j
T,k is the (Nℓ)-system’s transverse momen-
tum, which equals the sum of all jet pT . The perturba-
tivity of these logarithms for TeV-scale leptons was stud-
ied in [48]. In the CSS pT -resummation formalism [49],
FO results are trustworthy when αs(Q
2) is perturbative,
with ΛQCD = 0.2 GeV, and qT is comparable to Q:
log
Q
ΛQCD
≫ 1 and log2 Q
qT
. log
Q
ΛQCD
. (14)
Imposing Q = mN , jets in Eq. (13) must satisfy
n∑
k
pjT,k & mN × e−
√
log(mN/ΛQCD). (15)
Taking for example n = 1 and mN up to 1 (1.5) TeV, the
mass range of interest at 14 (100) TeV, this translates to
pjT & 55 (80) GeV. (16)
Weaker pjT cuts lead to artificially large logarithms and
overestimated cross sections in Eq. (13). We cluster jets
with FastJet [62, 63] using the anti-kT algorithm [64] with
a separation parameter of ∆R = 0.4. For differential
events, we parton shower (PS) with Pythia 8.212 [65].
We equate the factorization and renormaliza-
tion scales to half the sum over final-state trans-
verse masses (dynamical scale choice=3 in Mad-
Graph5 aMC@NLO):
µf , µr, µ0 =
∑
k=N,ℓ,jets
mT,k
2
=
1
2
∑
k
√
m2k + p
2
T,k. (17)
We quantify the scale dependence by varying it over
0.5 ≤ µ/µ0 ≤ 2. (18)
In our framework, the CC DY rate at NLO can be
calculated via the MadGraph5 aMC@NLO commands:
> import model HeavyN_NLO
> define p = u c d s b u~ c~ d~ s~ b~ g
> define j = p
> define mu = mu+ mu-
> generate p p > n2 mu [QCD]
> output PP_Nl_NLO; launch;
Similarly, the inclusive NC DY at NLO is calculated by
> define vv = vm vm~
> generate p p > n2 vv [QCD]
> output PP_Nv_NLO; launch;
and the inclusive CC DY + 1j NLO rate by
> generate p p > n2 mu j QED=2 QCD=1 [QCD]
> output PP_Nl1j_NLO; launch;
GF is a loop-induced process, which are only re-
cently [66] supported by MadGraph5 aMC@NLO. Such
fully automated computations at NLO are unavailable
since the two-loop technology does not currently ex-
ist. We therefore perform the LO calculation matched
and merged with up to one additional jet via the MLM
scheme [67]. We discard loops that are actually virtual
corrections to the DY process and keep only diagrams
where gluons do not appears in the loop. The inclusive,
unmatched LO GF rate can be calculated with
> generate g g > n2 vv [QCD]
> output GGF_Nv_LO; launch;
Note that the h∗/Z∗ interference vanishes due to C-
invariance/Fury’s theorem and the (anti-) symmetric na-
ture of the residual h (Z) coupling [37, 68].
The difficulty in modeling Wγ fusion stems from the
t-channel photon propagator, which, like Eq. (13) for
Nℓ± + nj, gives rise to logarithms of the form [38]
dσ(q1q2 → Nℓ±q′1q′2) ∼ log
(
m2N
M2W
)
log
(
m2N
p
jγ2
T
)
. (19)
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FIG. 2: Heavy N NLO production rate in (a) 14 and (b) 100 TeV pp collisions as a function of mN , divided by active-heavy
mixing |VℓN |2, for the inclusive CC (circle) and NC (triangle) DY, Nℓ± + 1j (diamond), and VBF (upside-down triangle)
processes, as well as the LO GF process matched up to 1j (star). Lower: Ratio of NLO and LO rates.
Here, p
jγ
T is the pT of the jet associated with the pho-
ton exchange. However, consistent treatment of Eq. (19)
dictates pjT cuts excessive for γ-initiated processes. A res-
olution is to collinearly factorize and resum the photon
piece into a DGLAP-evolved γ-PDF, consider instead
q γ → N ℓ± q′, (20)
and evolve the PDF to the hard scattering scale.
One loses the ability to efficiently tag a second for-
ward/backward jet but gains a large (logarithmic) to-
tal rate enhancement [38]. Eq. (20) is realization of
the structure function approach to VBF [69]. Formally,
the Nℓ±qq′ channel can be recovered by performing the
ACOT-like jet matching explicitly as in [38] or evaluating
the NLO in QED corrections to Eq. (20). For VBF, we
impose the ηj , pjT cuts of [38]:
|ηjVBF | < 4.5, pjVBFT > 30 GeV. (21)
Collinear poles associated with t-channel ℓ exchange
emerge in Eq. (20) but are regulated by cuts in Eq. (12).
The process at NLO in QCD is simulated by
> define q = u c d s b u~ c~ d~ s~ b~
> generate q a > n2 mu q QED=3 QCD=0 [QCD]
> add process a q > n2 mu q QED=3 QCD=0 [QCD]
> output PP_VBF_NLO; launch;
RESULTS
As a function ofmN , we present in Fig. 2 the (a) 14 and
(b) 100 TeV heavyN production rates, divided by active-
heavy mixing. At NLO are the CC DY (circle), NC DY
(triangle), Nℓ± + 1j (diamond), and VBF (upside-down
triangle) processes; at LO is GF (star). The lower panel
shows the NLO-to-LO ratio, the so-called NLO K-factor:
KNLO ≡ σNLO/σLO. (22)
For select mN , we summarize our results in Tb. I.
For mN = 100−1000 (100−1500) GeV, NLO produc-
tion rates for the DY channels at 14 (100) TeV span:
CC DY : 3.4 fb− 16 pb (25 fb− 94 pb), (23)
+1j : 1.2 fb− 2.1 pb (12 fb− 15 pb), (24)
NC DY : 1.8 fb− 23 pb (16 fb− 180 pb), (25)
with corresponding scale uncertainties:
CC DY : ±1− 5% (±1− 11%), (26)
+1j : ±2− 6% (±1− 7%), (27)
NC DY : ±1− 5% (±1− 13%), (28)
and nearly identical K-factors:
CC DY, + 1j, NC : 1.15− 1.25 (1.11− 1.37). (29)
The increase over LO rates is due to the opening of the
g
(−)
q and gg channels for the DY and +1j processes, re-
spectively. Since the gluon PDF is largest at Bjorken-
x ∼ mN/
√
s ≪ 1, the biggest change is at low mN . We
find the that DY+2j K-factors are consistent with high-
mass SM DY in SHERPA [70]. The modest size of these
corrections validates our approach.
The VBF rate, uncertainty, and K-factor span
σVBF : 5.3− 52 fb (46− 280 fb), (30)
δσVBF/σ : ±5− 11% (±9− 14%), (31)
KVBF : 0.98− 1.06 (0.90− 0.96). (32)
5√
s 14 TeV 100 TeV
mN 500 GeV 1 TeV 500 GeV 1 TeV
σ / |VℓN |2 [fb] LO NLO K LO NLO K LO NLO K LO NLO K
CC DY 52.8 61.1+1.9%−1.6% 1.16 2.96 3.40
+2.2%
−2.4% 1.15 674 804
+2.4%
−3.4% 1.19 80.8 93.5
+1.4%
−1.6% 1.16
NC DY 30.4 35.2+1.8%−1.5% 1.16 1.56 1.81
+2.4%
−2.5% 1.16 537 638
+2.5%
−3.6% 1.19 55.9 64.4
+1.5%
−1.7% 1.15
CC DY+1j 14.5 17.0+3.2%−4.5% 1.17 0.970 1.17
+4.0%
−5.6% 1.21 238 280
+2.1%
−3.0% 1.18 35.8 40.3
+2.0%
−2.4% 1.13
GF+0, 1j 17.9 . . . . . . 0.967 . . . . . . 1,260 . . . . . . 200 . . . . . .
VBF 15.0 15.0+7.8%−7.3% 0.998 4.97 5.28
+6.3%
−5.4% 1.06 139 128
+12.3%
−11.7% 0.918 78.4 73.2
+10.0%
−9.7% 0.932
TABLE I: LO and NLO heavy neutrino production rates, divided by active-heavy mixing |VℓN |2, and scale dependence (%) in√
s = 14 and 100 TeV pp collisions for representative heavy neutrino masses mN .
Due to collinear logarithmic enhancements, the VBF rate
falls slower with mN than s-channel mechanisms. At 14
(100) TeV, the VBF rate surpasses the CC DY rate at
mN ≈ 850 (1100) GeV. This somewhat differs from [38]
and can be traced to the different γ-PDFs used: at large
(small) scales of τ = m2N/s, the qγ luminosity here is
larger (smaller) than in [38], leading to VBF overtaking
the DY CC at smaller (larger) values of mN . However,
present-day γ-PDF uncertainties are sizable [60, 71].
For all NLO processes, our scale dependence peaks at
mN = 100− 200 GeV; it is attributed, in part, to the
large gluon PDF uncertainty at small x.
For mN ≥ 200 GeV, the matched LO GF rate spans
σGF : 1.0 fb− 0.1 pb (55 fb− 4.7 pb). (33)
At 14 TeV, the rate is comparable to Nℓ + 1j at NLO.
Though both obey s-channel scaling, the similarities are
accidental and due to phase space cuts. GF is roughly
0.1− 0.3× the CC DY rate. At 100 TeV, the situ-
ation is qualitatively different: Due to gg luminosity
increase at 100 TeV, which grows ∼ 10× more than
the DY luminosity [72], GF jumps to 0.4− 2× the CC
DY rate, becoming the dominant production mode for
mN = 300− 1500 GeV. Beyond thismN , VBF is largest.
We observe that Higgs and Z diagrams contribute about
equally at large mN . Our matched results are consistent
with the unmatched calculation of [37].
NLO+PS Kinematics at 14 TeV
We now consider the differential distribution for the
processes in Fig. 1 but focus largely on the VBF channel.
The kinematics of heavy lepton production from DY cur-
rents at NLO and NLO+Leading Log(recoil) was studied
in [48]. There, the differential NLO K-factors, defined as
KNLOO ≡
dσNLO/dO
dσLO/dO (34)
for observableO, were analytically shown to be flat in the
leading regions of phase space. In these regions, NLO
contributions are dominated by soft initial-state radia-
tion, which generically factorize for DY processes. We
confirm the flatness of KNLOPSO for the DY channels, in-
cluding for complex observables such as cluster mass in
the Nℓ→ 3ℓν final state.
The phenomenology of the GF channel has not been
previously studied. It is beyond the scope of this inves-
tigation to do so here and will be presented elsewhere.
At
√
s = 14 TeV and representative neutrino mass
mN = 500 GeV, the LO distributions for the Wγ fu-
sion process was studied in Ref. [38]. For the first time,
we show in Fig. 3 the NLO+PS (dash) and LO+PS
(solid)-accurate distributions with respect to (a,c) pT and
(b,d) rapidity (y) of the (a,b) N - and (c,d) (Nℓ)-systems.
KNLOPSO is shown in the lower panel. For the two system,
but particularly the (Nℓ)-system, we observe a net migra-
tion at NLOPS of events from the lowest pT bins result-
ing in KNLOPSpT < 1 for these bins. At high pT , K
NLOPS
pT
quickly converges to unity from above. In the rapidity
distributions, we observe a similar, but more pronounced,
migration of events from large y to smaller values, con-
sistent with shifts to larger pT . The charged lepton pT
and η distributions (not shown) demonstrate little sen-
sitivity to O(αs) corrections. However, as VBF is domi-
nated by γ → ℓ splittings [38], one does not expect such
sensitivity to QCD radiation until O(α2αs). Though nu-
merically less significant, we find that the NLO correc-
tions to the VBF distributions are qualitatively different
than those of DY-like systems: whereas differential K-
factors for DY processes tend to remain flat and above
unity, QCD corrections for Wγ fusion tend to depopu-
late low-pT/forward regions of phase space and populate
high-pT/central regions. This results in K-factors both
above and below unity.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
The origin of light neutrino masses remains elusive.
Extended neutrino mass models predict the existence
TeV-scale heavy neutrinos Ni that may be discovered at
current or future collider experiments.
We propose a systematic treatment of N production
mechanisms at hadron colliders, and provide instructions
for building IRC-safe VBF and Nℓ± + nj signal defini-
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FIG. 3: Differential distributions with respect to (a,c) pT and (b,d) y of (a,b) N and (c,d) the (Nℓ) system at NLOPS (dash)
and LOPS (solid) accuracy in VBF at 14 TeV LHC for representative mN 500 GeV. Lower: Ratio of NLOPS and LOPS rates.
tions. The prescription remedies issues that have plagued
past analyses, and is applicable to a number of other SM
and BSM processes. We report modest NLO corrections,
demonstrating the perturbative stability of our approach.
We present also the first NLOPS-accurate differential dis-
tributions for the Wγ VBF process. We observe nontriv-
ial differential K-factors below and above unity.
In a model-independent fashion, we present for the
first time a comparison of all leading single N production
modes at
√
s = 14 and 100 TeV. Fully differential results
up to NLO in QCD accuracy are obtained through a
MC tool chain linking FeynRules, NLOCT, and Mad-
Graph5 aMC@NLO. Associated model files are publicly
available [57].
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